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BETA

The Festering Heart is an adventure for Astro 
Inferno. It has no prerequisites and is 
recommended as a one-shot or introduction 
adventure, but could also be played as an interlude 
in the middle of a longer campaign.

2-4 players are recommended, but it can be 
tweaked to suit any number of players.

The adventure is short and is written for new players 
with less familiarity with the world of Fracture. The GM 
should read through the bulk of this adventure before 
starting play, keeping the information here from 
players to avoid spoiling the experience.

BETA MODIFIED
This version of the adventure is modified to be 
compatible with the BETA 2.0 ruleset of Astro Inferno, 
and might differ in many aspects from the finished 
adventure..

Adventure types 
in Astro Inferno

Overture - One shots
Sonata  - Classical
Minuet  - Action
Comedy  - Not serious
Tragedy  - Miserable
Aria  - Serious and gritty
An�em  - Epics
Opus  - Finale

THE RED BETA SQUARE
These include hints on rules or other information 
that new players to Astro Inferno could find 
useful.

THE BLACK 
MARGIN

In the black side 
bar you’ll find 
some additional 
info, often 
related to the 
story, optional 
events or just 
lists of stuff the 
GM can use in 
their story.
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Lady and Lord Gorth
The Gorths are ancient lost gods and their true origin is like 
that of all lost gods – shrouded in darkness. Maybe they have 
been dreamed up by someone, or they could be a search 
algorithm gone awry and somehow interpreted as two entities 
in love during the satanic Rapture. Whatever the case, the lord 
and the lady were very much in love and lived a life of peace and 
harmony in their mansion, situated in a wonderful landscape of 
lakes, forests and meadows.

When the lord suddenly died, lady Gorth was devastated and 
cried so much that a swamp formed around their home. As the 
centuries passed, grave robbers stole parts of the lord's 
corpse, which colored the lady's sorrow in all the colors of 
darkness.

The love of the lost goddess was so strong that the blackened 
bones of her loved one turned into maps, leading back to their 
home. But the darkness and despair also corrupted her from 
the inside, awakening a rage-driven mad god of destruction in 
her, locking all other ways to or from Gorth Bog.

The Wrath of Lady Gorth
During the last few centuries, Lady Gorth's dreams have grown 
more and more violent, and every night she destroys the world 
over and over. Maybe in a chase for the cause of her husband's 
death, or maybe in a search for True Death. 

No one has been able to figure out why this is happening or 
how, but the lady seems to have merged her own dreams with 
reality, causing this epic event to emerge every time she falls 
asleep, as a spectacular show of destruction and violence.

Ludmila, the housekeeper of house Gorth, has been tending to 
the household and kept the crazy lady of the house in a 
somewhat recognizable state. The lady suffered from 
tantrums of rage and despair and had several times in history 
trashed the house. Mostly, though, she just lies in bed and 
cries, being spoon-fed by the servants.

In her normal form, the lady looks like a sickly slender but 
beautiful woman, so weak that she can barely stand on her 
own unassisted.

The Doctor
Doctor Riafiir has been tending to the goddess the last few 
years with monthly visits to the bog. The treatment seems to 
have had an effect and the daytime tantrums have become 
less prevalent. Ludmila has also been given pills that even lets 
her enjoy the nightly show of violence.

Riafiir is actually an agent of Haxan, sent to the bog for the 
past year to poison the god and finally steal her heart. When 
he arrives with his black carriage, his plan is culminating and 
he won’t let anyone stop him this close to his goal.
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  S C E N E  1

 Bleeding in the Bog
Large hole in �e chest, cracked, pain, blood, 
mud... lots of mud. A light in �e distance 
�rough lush undergrow� beckons tired, 
disoriented souls. Black butterflies flutter.
The characters awake wounded and bleeding in 
the muddy bog without memories of the 
previous days. 

(-7 ♥ “bleeding out”, “dying” or similar).

They see a hill and a mansion with lights on in 
the distance, surrounded by a large graveyard 
with tombs, crypts and a larger castle-like 
columbarium.

Don’t worry, �is adventure starts wi� Act 2

Act 2
House Gorth
The mansion is huge, spanning 3 floors and a 
large tower. It has luxurious details and 
everything inside is clean and tended to daily. The 
servants are all small dried up, crippled souls 
with only lesser corruptions. The only servant 
that talks to the characters with any confidence 
is the housekeeper, Ludmila.

Ludmila welcomes them and helps them take 
care of their wounds, mentioning they are lucky 
the doctor will come by in the morning to check 
up on the mistress, Lady Gorth. The characters 
are given separate rooms on the second floor to 
rest, and are warned not to enter the third floor 
or ever disturb Lady Gorth, who resides there.

The only servants apart from Ludmila, who 
actually seem happy to see guests, are the 
kitchen maids, who eagerly create astonishing 
meals to serve to them at every turn.

WOUND TRUTHS

Damage is often 
portrayed as a wound 
truth instead of lost ♥. 

This means a player 
often only know they 
have a “crushed skull” 
or “slit throat” not how 
many ♥ they have lost. 
Knowing the amount of 
♥ is something that is 
reserved for after the 
action has ended and 
the character has a 
chance to realize how 
damaged they are.

Imagine it’s a very 
violent movie and even 
if the main character 
is on the brink of 
death, they always 
have a small chance of 
making great impact 
until everything settles 
down and the villain 
either is dead or 
victorious. Not until 
then the character 
truly experiences the 
impact of their wounds 
and falls to into a 
bleeding pile of flesh or 
maybe has the villain 
leaning over them, 
telling them some 
departing words.

Characters who are 
wounded are affected 
by their wound truths 
just as any other 
truths, so even if a 
character can 
continue to play with 
their “eyes popped 
out” they probably 
have a hard time 
seeing anything, and  
the GM can demand 
more SP from any 
check, depending on 
the characters wound 
truths.
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Servants of
House Gor�

Housekeeper
   1. Ludmila
Housemaids
   2. Olga
   3. Philip
Cook
   4. Sector
Kitchen maids
   5. Barlow
   6. Kate
Boot boy
   7. Jonas
Laundry maids
   8. Judi�
   9. Fleur
Seamstress
   10. Lavio

Rooms of
House Gor�

1. Red lounge
A cozy room wi� large sets of comfortable red 
chairs and sofas.
2. Throne room
Deserted, dusty and unlit. Avoided by �e 
servants who never enter.
3. West wing
Barricaded part of �e mansion where all 
windows have been shattered.
4. The lost library
All books torn asunder, neatly stacked in �eir 
shelves anyway.
5. Shattered hall
Old dancing hall, shattered crystal from a 
gigantic chandelier covers �e entire floor.
6. Old tower
Alchemy lab of Lord Gor�, hides many secrets. 
Olga �e housemaid sometimes uses �e room, 
trying to learn how to read.

Things Ludmila tells �em

• “Gor� Bog is horrid and endless.” 
• “House Gor� has existed forever of course! Roof, great 
food and clean linen. As long as you don’t anger Lady 
Gor�.”
• “Lady Gor�'s heart has been broken since her husband 
died a horrible dea�.”
• “The doctor visits �e lady once every full moon, not sure 
when he started to visit.”
• “No o�er guests. A few years back a cartographer visited 
here, but he disappeared a few days later."
• “Sometimes I have �ese dreams - parties and guests 
dancing in �e dancing hall, it’s silly I know.”

Things Ludmila could tell �em

• “Lady Gor� had anger issues, but �ey have become much 
better since �e doctor began his visits.”
• “When she was well, Lady Gor� could eat several pigs 
each night.”
• “The lady is dying, and her black sorrow and wra� 
takes form each night in �e bog.”
• “The kitchen has supplies forged by �e legendary smi�s of 
�e Myrkir and can make endless amounts of luxurious foods 
and drinks.”

Possible events

1. The great dinner
The kitchen prepares a great feast �at would take 
an army to finish.

2. Smoking
The boot boy Ma�ilda sneaks out at sunset and 
takes a smoke outside �e columbarium. He can tell 
�at �e lord is buried inside and �at his bones 
were stolen, which drove �e mistress crazy.

3. Crying
Lady Gor� starts crying uncontrollably and 
Ludmila runs to her aid wi� several servants. 
Soon after, massive amounts or dirty water can be 
seen streaming down �e stairs, being effectively 
wiped up and dried by servants who seem to have 
done �is �ousands of times before.

4. Frogs
The laundry maids chase a bunch of frogs in �e 
washing room.

A C T  2  :  S C E N E  2  

A Midsummer Night's Dream
    Ear� shatters and �e sky is fire, �e world is melting in front of 
you as �e god slowly destroys every�ing.

At night, Ludmila appears dressed in a nightgown and awakens 
any characters she feels a connection to, taking them to a spot 
on the roof.

She asks about the characters' backgrounds and shares more 
information about House Gorth. At a given sign, she tells the 
characters to focus and the swamp is suddenly lit from below as if 
a sun was rising from beneath its surface. Ludmila offers pills 
from a vial and tells them they can relax, it is Lady Gorth coming 
to destroy the world “as she does every night”.

1D2 Yellow pills (Eating reduces � loss by half and "makes 
everything groovy" for an hour.)

A creature taller than the largest of palaces rises from the 
depths and sets the world on fire, the horizon comes ablaze and 
the heat hitting the house is prominent, striking fear upon all who 
are watching (-8 � from fear).

Ludmila enjoys the show and tells the characters that the rest of 
the servants always hide in the basement when the lady dreams, 
so she never gets to share this moment with anyone. Anyone who 
continues to watch is lulled into a deep sleep as the god destroys 
the world in an eternal wrath, with visions of cities on fire and 
souls being rendered to sizzled flesh.
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Act 3
A dilemma

  S C E N E  3

 The Doctor’s dilemma
The next morning Ludmila and the servants 
welcome a black satanic stagecoach drawn by 2 
flying large eel-like creatures, the entourage being 
birthed from the very sky in a massive blood 
explosion, leaving a mess and a blood covered 
carriage parked in front of the mansion.

From the driver's seat, a very tall unlight soul, 
covered in blood jumps down, cursing and spitting 
and holding a bleeding arm. Ludmila presents the 
soul as Doctor Riafiir while taking care of his wound 
and cleaning him up. The doctor explains in a very 
hoarse voice that something vile and ferocious has 
gotten into the cabin while he was crossing the 
Night Bridge from the Citadel, and that he managed 
to lock it inside the carriage.

If the characters are looking somewhat capable, he 
will look them up and down and ask if they would be 
willing to help him in exchange for a trip to the 
Citadel? He tells them it is some kind of clawed 
bird, small but very aggressive.

The carriage
The Satanic carriage smells of sulfur and is 
impressively large, covered in blood from the 
journey there. When walking up its stairs and 
opening the double doors, it becomes clear that it is 
a dimension wagon. When stepping inside it is 
revealed to be a hall-sized room with tables, 
nursery beds and a small library, as well as the 
Doctor's personal office in the back.

As soon as the characters enter, the Doctor 
pushes the last character inside and slams the 
door shut, locking it from the outside with a seal of 
human bowels.

Doctor Riafiir - Doctor and Unlight soul
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Craw creatures 
          - machinae predators

Craw creatures
Starved for flesh, size of an emu, snapping beaks, sharp 
picking, shrieking noises, servos whining, sudden beeps, 
seeping blood.

Minion. Harrowed. Genesis.
Attacks: 2  Damage: 4 Mortality: 10  Bones: 0

• Hunts in hordes of 20-50 creatures.
• Each takes 1 damage to kill.

Triggered troubles  (failed rolls)
Surprise pecking attack (-4 ♥, “Deep wounds in the 
chest” or similar). 

End Trouble (one each verse)
• The horde will gain confidence and get more aggressive 
(conflict end goal -2)
• The horde will swarm you all  (-3 ♥, “bleeding stab 
wounds” or similar)
• The horde will turn into cocky motherfuckers (Damage 
to kill each Craw is raised to 2)
• The horde will swarm and peck a single character to 
death (-15 ♥, “meat and entrails everywhere” or similar)
• The craws seem anxious (they scatter and end the 
conflict themselves, resulting in an automatic victory for 
the players and in no further conflict with the craws, 
unless they are provoked).

Inside the Carriage
To get the door open and get out is a complex task with 
10 in difficulty. Every check is a verse in length and will 
gradually attract the attention of the creatures there.

The large infirmary in front of them is sparsely lit by blood 
candles, and even though it is dark the characters can 
see broken furniture and torn mattresses with splashes 
of blood. Behind large plastic curtains that separate the 
beds from each other, they can see or hear sounds of 
something eating, ripping flesh from bone and squeaking 
machine-like noises, like if a flock of large robotic hens 
were pecking in here.

The craw creatures roaming the large infirmary will 
shortly notice them and approach one after another. 
After a short curious investigation with weird digital 
squeaks and chirps, sensor scans and tilted heads, the 
first one attacks out of nowhere and the rest follows. 
Chaos ensues as a pack of bloodthirsty meaty machine 
velociraptors throw themselves at the party, ripping 
through the plastic curtains, topping over beds and 
shelves in a desperate fight to get some of that juicy soul 
flesh.

Conflict or Stealth
It is already obvious that Riafiir is up to something, and the 
deal to help him get rid of the creatures was all a ruse.

The characters can then deal with the carriage in three 
ways – unlocking the door without attracting any 
attention from the craw (good rolls), defeating the craw 
creatures with violence or trying to sneak through the 
infirmary into the rooms further in, where there might be 
stealthier ways out.

Important objects in Riafiir's carriage

A black sharpened bone
Looks like someone has been killed with it. They can 
clearly see how the bone shimmers with aether.
(see page 16 for the blackened bones).

Riafiir's notebook(s)
Notes on how Riafiir researched the bone and 
instructions on how to travel with it through death. Notes 
on Lady Gorth's “treatment”, her deep love that turned 
her husband's remains into maps and her heart into a 
divine relic that undoes the Unlaw.

Ov Maps
Maps are special items for traveling between 
locations in Fracture, each with its own functioning, 
but all revolving around a sort of mix between 
fulfilling a requirement and actually traveling.
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  S C E N E  4  

The Death Factory
When alone with the lady, Doctor Riafiir set his 
plan into motion. He gives Lady Gorth a last 
injection as the finale of his year-long preparation, 
and starts to cut up her chest with a bone saw.

By the time the characters enter the room 
confronting him, the doctor drenched in blood, 
triumphantly holds the still-pumping heart of Lady 
Gorth in his hand, while her opened carcass lies 
lifeless on her bed with her chest wide open. 

Riafiir quickly throws a grenade-like object 
against the back wall and jumps through the 
explosion, disappearing. Through the smoke and 
debris from the exploded wall, the characters 
can soon see down upon a factory floor at a 90° 
angle, resulting in an inconvenient gravity change 
if they go through. The characters must then 
choose: should they stay with the corpse of Lady 
Gorth, or give chase to the running doctor?

Stay with the corpse
For whatever reason, the characters have 
chosen to stay, hearing the Doctor's maniac 
laugh disappearing through the factory. In their 
minds, the voice of Lady Gorth's wrath and 
sorrow begs for help.

Chase through the Death factory
The facility is located deep in the Lost Myrkheim, 
and the chase is considered a conflict – the 
characters will deal with elements of the factory 
as triggered and end troubles while trying to end 
the conflict (see margin). Riafiir has no direct 
relation with the factory, but is somewhat familiar 
with it and will do anything to get away with the 
heart. Death is just an inconvenience for him.

A Satanic Factory
The factory is a blend of a completely black, 
hi-tech facility and a medieval torture dungeon. 
Most of its illumination comes from open ovens, 
heated pieces of material or machines. 

Dangers in �e 
Haxan factory

1. Blood pools
A swimming pool 
filled wi� blood 
and flesh. If 
someone falls in, a 
large flesh grinder 
at �e bottom will 
start.

2. Blasting 
furnace
A tunnel as long 
as a palace �at 
half of �e time is 
filled wi� fire.

3. Bir�ing 
machines
Huge long teats 
hanging high 
above �e factory 
floor slowly 
melting souls �at 
are trapped inside, 
slowly turning 
�em into 
some�ing else.

4. Cocoon 
chamber
Large hall full of 
cocoons �at hatch 
if you touch �em, 
releasing very 
nimble spider bone 
creatures �at love 
to climb and jump 
on souls biting 
chunks of flesh  
(-3♥, “finger 
missing” or 
similar).

Huge corrupted Genesis machines enhanced with 
muscle and flesh roll around completing different 
tasks, like carrying panicking human souls to feed 
machines and conveyor belts. Screams of souls 
being consumed by the factory processes fill the air, 
accompanied by the sound of buzz saws, slashing 
blades and other horrifying machinery.

Doctor Riafiir
Mummy-voiced very tall soul who radiates of �e 
shimmering unlight. Hybrid offspring of cambion/ 
human.

Champion. Unlight soul.
Attacks 1 • Damage 6 • Mortality 5 • Bones 3

• Attacks with a shrapnel bone gun that rips 
through material and turn the damaged area into 
black flesh (-6 ♥ ”gaping flesh wound” or similar).

Triggered troubles (failed rolls)
• Suddenly a factory death robot lifts the 
characters and straps them to a machine that will 
execute them in some horrific way, next end trouble.
• A marrow machine accidentally swings out and 
rips the face of the character  (-4 ♥ “face torn off” 
or similar).
• Slips in blood and falls down a shaft (1D3 - 1. 
Blasting furnace. 2. Cocoon chamber. 3. Blood pool).

End troubles (one for each verse)
• Riafiir will tumble a tower of barrels with acid at a 
character (-10 ♥ “melted skin” or similar).
• A character will lose balance and fall down into a 
blood pool (“stuck in blood cream” or similar).
• The grinder starts and will suck down a character 
(-15 ♥ "grinded" or similar).
• Riafiir enters a code on a keypad and a huge teat 
(yes, teat, no typo here) will come down from above 
and catch a character ("trapped and choking" or 
similar).
• Riafiir will throw a flare at a large leaking tank full 
of gasoline (-8 ♥ "burned to a crisp" or similar  to 
everyone within Room II range).
• Riafiir will jump a shaft that is Hall III wide (succeed 
in a relevant check to follow him).
• Riafiir will grab a huge machine spike and thrust it 
through a character (-8 ♥ "hole through" or similar).

Conclusion Scene 4
Whenever the chase is over and they have the heart 
or if the GM decides it’s time, regardless of what the 
characters have decided or accomplished, they 
suddenly feel dizzy as something summons them 
through time and space.

Ov Conflict
Here is a short description of how conflict works in Astro Inferno in case you 
haven’t read the rules but want to understand a little more of the underlying 
mechanics.

Each verse in conflict begins with an End trouble. The GM reads one out loud 
from the list of the adversary or creates something totally new and 
unexpected. End troubles are supposed to be avoided and make the players 
use their fantasy and be creative. Can they somehow save the character who 
“loses his balance” or stop the tower of acid barrels from “tumbling over” 
before it’s too late?

While avoiding, preparing for or preventing the end trouble the characters has 
to deal damage to the enemies they are fighting by making attacks or other 
actions that either gives them or their friends advantages.

Whenever you fail a check (over your goal, or a result of 17, 18 or 19) you will 
activate either an Triggered trouble or a negative aspect (”out of ammo - need 
to reload”, “drops the grenade at the feet”). On a botch (natural 20) this ramps 
up a notch (”broken weapon”, “shoot yourself in the face” and so on. Making 
failures very impactful on the game.

After every character has made an action they need to roll a defense check 
(with a skill the GM decides) to avoid the enemies attack. The player(s) who 
rolled worst gets hit by the attack(s). If there is only one attack, only one player 
gets hit and so on. If all players succeed their roll no one gets hit.

You don’t get to know how hurt your character is, only what wound truth you 
receive. As long as you act on the wound truth the GM will allow you to perform 
reasonable actions, but penalize you if you step out of line (“running without 
legs”, “throwing grenades without arms”). But we encourage the GM to make 
legendary scenes take place in his game. 

“You want to stab the witch even if you don’t have a head? Sure, let’s say you need 
at least one SP to hit her since you can’t see.”

You can win a fight in two ways. Against hordes and minions you can defeat all 
enemies with damage. Against champions and bosses you have to buy the 
Conflict End Truth for 3 �. When this happens the player rolls 1D20 and need 
to roll under the enemy's:

  (Mortality + Damage + Advantage)

If successful you achieve a victory that you or the GM narrates.
If a failure you are defeated in some way. Victory and defeat (unless perfect or 
botches), is not as final as in most RPG’s and depends on what action you used 
to buy the conflict truth. Did you convince the Centurion to give up? Did you 
catch him in his own intestines or did you punch your hand through his chest 
and leave a grenade inside? Did he “let the dogs out” and you are now hiding, 
bleeding and terrified by the demonic creatures searching for you?

Analyzing the enemy is a very useful action. To know their mortality, how much 
bones or what damage they deal or even expose their weaknesses can be key 
to victory to get that mortality as high as possible.

Factory dea� machine
          - Corrupted machinae



  S C E N E  5  
Summoned by the Queen
It is morning in the Citadel. The sun rises and you can 
hear the sound of a city in sin, slowly waking up. A 
determined knocking on the door removes the last 
traces of sleep.

An ashen messenger clad in the official black court 
armor, delivers a short message. The whole party is 
summoned on official court business to meet the Satanic 
marchioness Andrealphus, 65th spirit of the Black 
Ghost, by the strike of twelve. They all realize that this 
could be a death sentence or a great opportunity.

Give the players some time to explore the Citadel 
using events from the black margin on the next page.

When they finally arrive at the luxurious Satanic hostel 
where the marchioness stays, they notice a lot of activity 
among the nervous and stressed personnel. Every 
servant there is doing all they can to please their very 
important guest, who randomly awards or punishes 
them with wealth or pain. After rigorous security 
routines, the characters are shown into the 
marchioness' enormous suite, which encompasses a 
total of six floors. 

The Citadel
FIRST city of sin and pleasure
“The lowest sectors bathes in unlight, the 
highest towers touches the stars.”

The throne room
Just walking into the huge temporary throne room is 
awe inspiring, and the sting of unlight burns the nostrils 
and irritates the eyes as darkness surrounds the 
visitors. The room is covered in blackened blood and a 
set of very fresh corpses (one of them still breathing?) 
are hung on the impressive throne that the serpent-like 
and “beautiful” hostess occupies.

When the characters are entering, the marchioness is 
teasing a couple of frightened and panicking servants 
with sex or death – it’s hard to tell the difference really – 
but she shines up when seeing her new guests, 
commanding all servants to leave with a voice of doom 
and horror.

Being in the vicinity of this giant being (Room II height) is 
truly frightening and all characters must perform at least 
one fear reaction (without losing �, since this already 
has happened).
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In the embrace of death
The creature, once an angel of Creation, speaks 
with a hypnotizing voice, telling them to get closer 
and closer until they have no other choice than to 
climb up into its lap. A long spikey tounge slithers 
down her chest, moving her breasts and tearing 
up wounds that bleed in a disguisting yet 
impossibly sexual way.

She rocks the characters like they were babies 
into a deep yet conscious sleep, breastfeeding 
them one by one with a soiled black thick milk. 
She tells them a story about a god so divine it’s 
heart could withstand the Unlaw itself. A 
forgotten god on the brink of destruction, 
trapped in its own fantasy with no maps working 
there or back. “But I’ve secured a relic that this 
god wants, so bad that it will take anyone there. 
It’s just this one problem… You need to be dead 
to use it!”

Out of nowhere, she stabs the first character in 
the stomach and slowly pushes something pointy 
up through their body, up into their heart – death 
comes quickly. Blood is squirting everywhere as 
she laughs at the reactions of the other 
characters. She then throws the corpse over her 
shoulder like it was a dead rat, which hits the floor 
with a wet cracking sound, blood flowing from the 
ruptured heart.

She then starts rocking them again while licking a 
sharp black femur bone now covered in blood. 
With a sadistic smile, she says, “Find the bone of 
her husband and return with her heart!” as she 
sinks the sharp bone into the next character.

Let the characters try to flee, bargain or plea 
for their life. The outcome will be the same 
once the characters have entered the throne 
room. If the characters try to flee before 
getting there, they could experience long 
adventures inside the flashback, outside the 
scope of this adventure, before finally getting 
caught by the marchioness and returning to 
this section once more.

Any items the characters acquire during their 
time in the Citadel stays with them as part of 
their gear when they return to the bog.

Stuff �at could 
happen in �e Citadel

1. Eating breakfast
In �e Citadel most souls 
are connoisseurs and �ere 
are loads of specialities.

- Eyeball soup
- Raw fingers in onion
- Tongue of a mad man
- Snickers bar
- Blood porridge

2. The bloody bard
A muse has set up 
outside �e tavern and he 
is singing a grand epic 
about �e treasures of �e 
Abyss. After each verse, 
he cuts off a finger or a 
toe. The crowd 
watching becomes larger 
and larger and �e song 
seems to have a lot of 
verses.

3. The sudden dea�
A man on a higher pa� 
suddenly falls or gets 
pushed to his dea�. 
Bystanders watch him 
fall by and some laugh 
out loud and point. Half 
a second later every�ing 
returns to normal as if 
no�ing ever happened.

4. The salesman
A curiosity shop �at 
looks inviting sells a 
bunch of usable stuff.
(Choose one each)
1. 1D4 Potions
(Drink for +10 ♥ and 
getting “dizzy" for an 
hour.)
2 Harrowed bullets
(Reload for +1 damage 
against gods.)
3.Luxury wine
“1774 Vin d'arbois.”
4. Wall cutter
(“Makes huge holes in 
walls almost 
instantly.”)

Seal of Andrealphus
marchioness of the Black Ghost
(65.) Sixty-fifth spirit and Marchioness

of the Satanic Court

The throne room
Just walking into the huge temporary throne room is 
awe inspiring, and the sting of unlight burns the nostrils 
and irritates the eyes as darkness surrounds the 
visitors. The room is covered in blackened blood and a 
set of very fresh corpses (one of them still breathing?) 
are hung on the impressive throne that the serpent-like 
and “beautiful” hostess occupies.

When the characters are entering, the marchioness is 
teasing a couple of frightened and panicking servants 
with sex or death – it’s hard to tell the difference really – 
but she shines up when seeing her new guests, 
commanding all servants to leave with a voice of doom 
and horror.

Being in the vicinity of this giant being (Room II height) is 
truly frightening and all characters must perform at least 
one fear reaction (without losing �, since this already 
has happened).
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The Heart
A jolt goes through the characters' bodies as they pass through the void, and they are once again standing 
around the bloody carcass of the goddess. If they carry the heart, it is still pumping and has been speeding 
up to a frenzy.

Keep the heart – or no heart
If they don’t insert the heart back into the 
goddess' chest, the corpse turns to fine white 
dust in an undramatic explosion.

God dust (Eat for +10 ♥ and get 
"Tormented with visions of hell" for 6 hours.)

If there is no heart present a loud thumping sound 
can be heard through the dimensions as the heart 
of the goddess is recreated in the middle of the 
pile of dust thumping irregularly. Love conquers all.

With the heart present, it will slow down and 
seemingly die as it blackens all over. But within 
minutes it awakens and throbs with a regained 
frenzy that escalates unbelievably fast.

Either way the heart starts to shine like a star and 
the room burns down leaving the fiery tunnel down 
into the burning inferno just as if they inserted the 
heart back into the goddess’ chest.

Give the heart back
If they insert the heart into the goddess' chest, 
she awakens screaming in rage and the heart 
starts burning like a huge blowtorch in her chest, 
setting ablaze everything in the room. Any black 
bones in the room are instantly destroyed. The 
characters can escape the room and possible 
damage with any relevant check. Lady Gorth's 
shriek rises to a deafening squeal as the room 
burns like a rocket engine.

The inferno slowly dies down, gradually being 
heard more and more distant until it finally 
disappears completely. Anyone entering the 
burning room sees a well of fire going straight 
down through the building and into the ground, 
deep into a burning inferno below.

The servants are panicking, but they can help with 
simpler tasks such as putting the fire out, until – a 
rumble soars through the bog, and the swamp 
outside is lit from below in a loud boom. The 
swamp and the horizon catch fire as the 
Destroyer of the World rises. Lady Gorth is not 
bound by hope anymore and will destroy 
everything in a waking nightmare.

I N T E R L U D E
Deus Ex Machina
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The Destroyer of Worlds
As the horrific god rises from the burning swamp, 
the ground turns into molten lava and the sky is set 
on fire raining brimstone and hellfire upon 
everything below. The hilltop with the mansion 
begins to sink and soon everything will be lost.

The god wanders a burning inferno in a haze of 
dream-like visions of cities not known to any living 
being, destroying everything with fire and tentacles 
in a rain of burning meteors. She won’t even notice 
being attacked, and to defeat the god the 
characters must climb her, expose her heart and 
destroy it.

Navigating the god
The mansion where the characters all start, will 
sink beneath the lava at the end of the first verse. In 
order to survive, a character must get to the god 
by jumping between floating cliffs and huge 
slithering tentacles erected from the boiling sea of 
fire. This boiling hell level is regarded as position 0 
(see page 15 for positions).

To navigate and climb the god, a character must 
succeed in any relevant skill check, getting from one 
position to another. Each position has different 
triggered troubles, and positions 2 and 3 also have 
unique weak points. The only relatively safe place 
after the mansion sinks is position 1.

Fighting the god
Instead of revealing the mechanics of the fight, use 
the story (see margin on next page for hints) to 
point the players in the right direction, showcasing 
the mechanics with the narrative effects of their 
actions instead of numbers. 

Let them unleash hell upon the goddess and tell 
them she isn’t even noticing it. If they successfully 
destroy one eye or damage the heart, narrate that 
the goddess writhes in pain. Only reveal the 
mortality or any other stats of the goddess if the 
players actually use actions to read the situation 
and analyze her or the conflict, and even so, don't 
give every information away on a silver platter – 
tease the players' problem-solving skills with 
puzzling hints and partial information.

The god won’t notice or attack any characters 
unless they climb to head height. The fight will 
mostly be trying to avoid getting killed by their own 
failed rolls while moving around and trying to figure 
out a way to kill the god.

The characters need to get to position 3 in order 
to attack the god's eyes and to expose the god's 
heart in position 2. The eyes can be individually 
destroyed, not damaging the god per se, but 
helping a lot in bringing the conflict end goal up. 

The heart on position 2 is the only way to damage 
the god ignoring her 20 bones, which makes it the 
only reasonable way to do so. However, that is only 
possible if there is a character in position 3, which 
agitates her and exposes the heart between her 
ribs, and another character in position 2, attacking 
the heart in the same verse.

Finale
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Helpful hints 
            - read aloud

Heat - Position 0
“your boots are on fire and you 
realize �ey are melting from �e heat 
in �e stone you are standing on.”

Tentacle - Position 0
“A giant tentacle smashes down in 
front of you, splashing lava 
everywhere – and as you recover, 
you realize �e tentacle forms a nice 
bridge up to �e �ighs of �e god, 
where every�ing seems a bit less 
chaotic.”

Heart - Position 0 or 1
“In a second's glance you see �e god 
stop and look at her shoulder, where 
a large burning meteorite impacts. In 
her motion, her ribs separate for a 
brief moment and you see a glowing 
red heart �e size of a school bus deep 
inside, before she starts to move and 
�e heart disappears again wi�in its 
cage.”

Eyes - Position 1, 2 or 3
“The god turns and looks to �e side, 
and you see six large pitch black 
eyes, flooding wi� rivers of blood 
and fluids down her body as in a 
macabre parody of crying.”

Flesh wall - Position 2
“You are standing in a large open 
cave-like part of �e god, covered in 
cliffs of putrid meat hardened into 
stone �roughout centuries. Suddenly, 
a half-translucent ribbonry flesh 
wall covers �e entrance and blocks 
�e pa� out, and you now realize 
you're in �e space between two ribs. 
In �e darkness �at follows, you see 
a faint glow of some�ing red and 
pumping far into �e cave…”

Lady Gorth
In her slow dance of despair, a voice of anguish – �e brea� is fire and 
her eternal tears are followed by dea� and extinction.

Boss. Ancient lost god. City V height.
Attacks 1 • Damage 10 • Mortality -20 • Bones 20 

• Inflicts -8 � from fear at sight.
• Only attacks characters at position 3 (won’t even notice 
characters or attacks in other positions).
• Activates its end trouble at the end of every verse unless the GM 
replaces it with another.

Triggered trouble
Depends on the character's position (see next page).

End trouble
A sound from beyond will rise as the god screams this world into a 
burning oblivion. The player with the least current ♥ rolls 1D20, and 
if the result is lower than the current verse count, everything is lost 
and burned into hell and back.

Yes, that means everybody dies – but what is death to a death 
singer? If the GM and players are into it, they can still finish the 
fight when resurrected by their masters in this burning oblivion – 
there is still plenty of world for the goddess to keep on destroying, 
on and on for all eternity. Give each character a corruption and let 
them resume the fight in the ever increasing fire storm, starting 
the verse count from 1 again for the purposes of the end trouble.

Harvesting and looting rules are not included in the Beta but here’s 
a hint of how it all works.

Harvesting (choose two) Amount  
� Legendary V potion 1D4/�

� Slash grenades 1D10/�

� Masterful IV survival bubble 1
� Silver ambrosia 1/�

Looting
� Legendary +4
�  Greater titan  (+500)

This loot table would mean that if they defeat Lady Gorth each 
player would get to choose 2 entries from the harvesting column 
and roll the skill associated with it. For every � rolled they would 
receive the amount of doses/items given. As for the survival 
bubble, a successful roll would net you one.

Every character in the scene then also get to roll on the loot table 
and add +4 to their roll, this roll can net anything from a human 
skull to a legendary weapon or artefact.

Finally a witch or someone with the alchemy tech skill can extract 
blood from the god and gain Blood aether with different means. 
This procedure can even generate a Blood relic such as a kidney or 
liver of a god.



Slippery, shifting meaty mass – engulfed in storms of hot embers, bombarded by burning 
rockfall.
• Requires a success on a relevant skill to reach from position 2.

Triggered trouble
• Lose balance and slide down the crispy, meaty body into a loong fall.
• Gets hit by a burning meteorite (-10 ♥ “unrecognizable pile of squashed flesh” or 
similar, falling to position 0).

Weak point
6 Eyes � � �  � � �
• Ignores all bones, 5 damage destroys 1 eye. 
• Each eye is treated as a separate target.
• Does not damage the god. Instead, increase the conflict end goal by 5 per 
destroyed eye.

Dark cave-like cavities between ribs �e size of buildings – walls of ribbonry flesh, 
ridden wi� tentacles and jaws.

• Requires a success on a relevant skill to reach from position 1.

Triggered trouble
• Snatched by toothed tentacle (-2 ♥, “flesh wound” or similar).
• Snatched by tentacle into a maw (-4 ♥ “punctured organs” or similar).
• Smashed between moving ribs (-8 ♥, “crushed skeleton” or similar).

Weak point
Heart
• Ignores all bones if another character is in position 3.

Swarming mass of tentacles in a landscape of rotten skin and meat against a backdrop 
of �e sea of boiling lava below.

• Requires a success on a relevant skill to reach from position 0.

Triggered trouble
• Accidentally hit by a tentacle the size of a redwood (-4 ♥, “broken arm” or similar).
• Ocean spray by lava from below (-3 ♥, “sizzling burn wounds” or similar).

A chaotic hell of jumping between floating cliffs and tentacles on a sea of boiling lava 
– every step could be your last.

• A success on a relevant skill is needed to get to position 1.

Triggered trouble
• Splashed by lava (-5 ♥, “burned to the bone” or similar).
• Engulfed by lava (-10 ♥, “boiling mass of flesh” or similar).
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E N D I N G

What happens next?
If the characters defeat the god, her city-sized 
carcass collapses into a horrific, rotten, meaty 
mountain, and the fire and lava slowly subsides 
around, revealing a scarred land burnt to crisp. The 
only thing left of the mansion is the top spire of the 
columbarium half-buried in black lava.

The characters can still escape Gorth Bog with the 
black bones using the knowledge they've gathered 
from their experiences (such as from the notes in 
the doctor's carriage). If they have failed to 
acknowledge this, they could research the bones 
with a complex task and reveal the hidden 
mechanics of them, and if they don't have the bones, 
the boot boy could have survived on the roof of the 
columbarium, leading the characters to Lord 
Gorth's grave.

Epilogue
• They could explore the crypts of Lord Gorth, who 
knows what wonders are hidden in the grave 
chambers of the god, maybe the destruction of the 
goddess has opened cracks into the depths of the 
world and the waiting darkness beneath.

• The characters can use the bones to return to 
the Citadel and the waiting marchioness, who is 
definitely not thrilled with their failure to deliver her 
the heart. Maybe a couple of weeks nailed to an 
upside-down cross could teach them a lesson 
before she decides she has other plans for them.

• Riafiir will be resurrected by the witches of Haxan 
unless the players took precautions earlier and 
made this impossible. He will be looking for both his 
notes and the blackened bone, which are very 
important to him and to his further exploration of 
the life and deaths of gods. Maybe he will contact 
the characters in a friendly (or not) manner in an 
attempt to retrieve his lost objects, or maybe he 
was impressed by them and involves them in 
another of his schemes, carefully planned by 
Haxan?

• The characters can find some valuable 
information on Riafiir's notes that the marchioness 
considers interesting enough to send them on a 
new overture – which may turn out to be a sonata, 
or maybe even a symphony!

I T E M S  &  L O O T

The Blackened Bones
Lady Gorth's love has turned the relics of Lord Gorth 
into maps to and from the bog. Anyone killed by the 
relics loses 1D10 � and is instantly teleported to 
Gorth Bog – or, if already there, from it to any place 
the GM chooses.

The Festering Heart
Lady Gorth's etherial longing has turned her heart 
into a divine relic that represses unlight.

(Carry for +1000 unlight protection and -1 � every 
day. "Alive and pumping" until used for regenerating 
a total of 23 �, when it becomes "dead" instead.)

Beta Lo ot
Items work differently in Astro Inferno, and when 
looting an enemy or an area, most of the time the 
items are randomly generated. Since this system 
isn’t part of the Beta, here is a small list of 
pre-generated items for you to find in this 
adventure.

Roll 1D8 whenever the GM considers it relevant.

1. 1D4 Masterful IV alcoholic potion vials
(Drink for +10 ♥ and getting "drunk" for 1 hour.)
2. 1D6 Excellent III shroom potion vials
(Drink for +5 ♥ and getting "dizzy" for 1 hour.)
3. 1D2 Ordinary II Bowel poison vials
(Drink for -4 ♥ repeating every 24 hours and getting 
"diarrhea". Lasts until treated.)
4. 1D4 Masterful IV Slash grenades
(Throw for 1D10 damage and "open cut wounds" to 
everyone within Room II range.)
5. 1D6 Excellent III Chemical grenades
(Throw for 1D8 damage and "chemical burns" to 
everyone within Room II range.)
6. 1D6 Ordinary II Incendiary grenades
(Throw for 1D6 damage and "set fire" to everyone 
within Room II range.)
7. 1D6 vials of rare blood
(Drink for +5 ♥, +5 � and getting "confident you'd 
be a few steps closer to being a god, if only this 
wasn't the Beta" for as long as it takes for the Blood 
Ascendancy rules to be released.)
8. 1D10 ingots of 8th day alloy
(Examine for getting "confident you'd be able to turn 
this into something awesome, if only this wasn't the 
Beta" for as long as it takes for the final Crafting 
rules to be released. "Worth a barrel of homebrew 
booze.")
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